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Hinze W L. Applications of cyclodextrins in chromatographic separations and purification
methods. Separ. Purif. Method. 10:159-237, 1981. [Department of Chemistry, Wake Forest
University, Winston-Salem, NC]

This article summarized pertinent aspects of the
existing knowledge of native and derivatized
cyclodextrins (CDs) and their unique solute inclusion complexing ability. It also gave a comprehensive overview of their utilization in different separation science applications. New areas of potential
applications were identified and original results on
their CDs use as chromatographic mobile phase
additives presented. [The SCI® indicates that this
paper has been cited in more than 150 publications,
making it the most-cited paper from this journal.]

are many. It was the first to combine fundamental
information about CDs and their chemistry with an
exhaustive survey of their utilization in separation
science. It speculated on potential applications. It tied
together and presented previous work that had been published in a wide array of journals typically not perused by
analytical chemists. Thus, part of its high frequency of
citation can be attributed to the convenience of finding
pertinent references therein (214 articles were cited.)
Another factor for its frequent citation stems from

Cyclodextrins and Separations: A
Happy Marriage!

presentation of preliminary results that demonstrated the
utility of employing CD-containing mobile phases in liquid
chromatography. This application has subsequently
become very prevalent.2,3
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Most importantly, the article described use of CD
stationary phases in chromatography and speculated on
future developments of this technology, especially as it
pertained to chiral separations. Indeed, the subsequent
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In retrospect, the reasons for the article's popularity

further work in this area") appears to have been realized.
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